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THE TEXAs CAVER is a publication of the .
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an internal organization of the National
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4-5 November Government Canyon Karst Project
The next Government Canyon Karst Project weekend will be on
November 3rd and 4th. We will be ridge-walking, digging, and
surveying caves. Camping is available at the park but you need to
contact me to arrange access.
Contact: Marvin Miller (830) 885-5631 mlmiller@gvtc.com
17-18 November Caverns of Sonora Project
This year's project will involve hauling rock and rubble out of the
cave that was generated during its development by cutting paths for
trails. A waiting list is available for people who have not already
signed up.
Contact: George Veni (210) 558-4403 gveni@flash.net
http://www. texascavers.com/t:;a/sonorar.htm
28 November TSS Work Session, Austin
The Texas Speleological Survey is having a work session at their
offices in the Pickle Research Center in north Austin. Three reports
are coming together and more work cleaning-up scanned maps on the
computer is needed. There are also several county files being reorganized that require major efforts in copying and filing. Last, there are
always new publications that need to be catalogued and placed in the
new library racks.
Contact: Ron Ralph (512) 916-9190 ronralph@texas.net
http://www. texascavers.com/tsa/sonorar.htm

Texas Caver Editor
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Photography Editor
- Proofreader
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Cindy Lee (cavrchik@mail.utexas.edu)
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Front Cover: Vivian Loftin in Sorcerer's Cave, 2001. Photo by Jean Krejca.
Back Cover: Pete Lindsley in Fitton Cave, Arkansas, 1963. Photo by Carl Kunath.
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of his work in the future. Carl Kunath, a TSS Director,
EDITORIAL
photographer extraordinaire, and caver almost since before I
Knee Deep in Guano
was born, is Photography Editor; I'm especially looking
by Mike Moore (mrmike@centurytel.net)
forward to publishing the color versions of his B&W photos
that you've seen before in the CAVER. Trust me when I say
Carl's photos are nothing short of spectacular; take a look at
If you look closely at this issue of The TEXAS CAVER,
the back,cover if you want to see a sample.
you'll notice some changes, such as a different editor. Becky
If you've been caving in Texas in the last thirty years,
Jones, the previous editor, has moved to Llano. She's still
you've likely heard the name Logan McNatt. · He's the TSA
going to finish a couple of issues from earlier this year, but
Bookstore Manager and handles sales of back issues of The
from this month on, the CAVER will be out in color during
TEXAS CAVER, along with other TSA items for sale. The
the first week of each month, covering the most current
TSA Treasurer, Allan Cobb, handles CAVER subscriptions
Texas caving news.
and TSA memberships, plus maintains the mailing list; for
In looking over the list of people who have subscribed
this issue, he was also extremely helpful in scanning the
to The TEXAS CAVER, I recognize about half of the names.
slides that were submitted.
That's actually a low number of cavers, as there are less than
Travis Kinchen, who works for Dell Computer, will be
300 subscribers. You, on the other hand, probably don't
designing new web pages for The TEXAS CAVER; he has
know me, nor most of the other new people working on the
some great ideas and I'm sure you'll be impressed with the
CAVER, so an introduction is in order.
site
when he's done. Numerous people are helping proofread
My name is Mike Moore and I used to be an Austin
and edit, including someone new to Texas caving, Kate
caver, getting my start in the Balcones Grotto back in the
Walker, who is a biology graduate student at UT.
seventies. I explored every little hole I could find in Travis
Another position going unfilled this issue is
and Williamson counties, skipped a high school final to take
Organizations Editor. I'm in need of a young-of-mind caver,
a trip to McKittrick Hill, and went on the odd trip to West
someone charismatic and with technical caving competence,
Texas .
who
wants to be invited on caving trips with grottos across
When I started caving at age sixteen, my mom was
the state. There is actually only a little work involved, in
terrified that I was going to die in some hole in the ground,
convincing people to submit trip reports and events
but she let me go anyway, despite the 24-hour and 36-hour
electronically through our web pages. Since it means being
trips to Airman's Cave. I didn't dare tell her about learning
in regular touch with grotto reporters and people going
how to use explosives or going skinny-dipping after caving.
My main caving experience went on for three years and caving everywhere, you'll invariably be invited on lots of
trips. I'd prefer the position go to someone outside of
included some NSS and TSA Conventions, but I was an
Austin, to get more balanced grotto coverage from around
observer rather than a participant. In the eighties and
the
state, so send in your sugge1stions.
nineties, I did the occasional project. I didn't get back
This issue of the CAVER likely won't be without
heavily into caving until two years ago, in San Marcos and
problems, as I'm a former alternative student newspaper
Hays county, where the caves are just like those I
editor (The Southwest File, circulation 3,000) and am well
remembered so well in Travis county.
aware of the gremlins that are going to mess up some things
While I'm listed as editor of The TEXAS CAVER, I've
without my knowledge. Expect things to get slightly better
actually delegated all the real work to some very talented
next
issue.
people. Cindy Lee, who is also running for TSA Treasurer,
While you're looking through this issue, take note of
is handling layout, the toughest job, as Assistant Editor. She
some of the differences. The color is obvious; I'm of the
has been in Texas for a little more than a year, having moved
opinion it has been needed for a long time. Due to new
here from illinois. If you want someone on a trip who is
vertically competent, thinks Texas water caves are warm, and technology, most notably a color laser printer, it's possible to
print this issue of the CAVER for less than it costs to print
likes collecting salamanders in the mud, she's your caver.
traditionally
in black and white!
The Production Manger position hasn't yet been filled,
It may not be obvious, but production is also done
but Ron Ralph, the current TSA Vice-Chair, and Jim
differently. There's a last Friday deadline for Saturday
Kennedy, a fqrmer TS.A President and the TSS Editor, are
printing and Monday mailing. The CAVER can be produced
handling it for this issue. This is the second toughest job, as
in just one day, all the way from layout to mailing.
it involves converting lots of files, making sure printers are
And finally, a different editor brings <;J. different
working, telling everyone what to 1do, and then making
perspective
to reporting. You're not likely to agree with
backups of everything.
everything I do, so write a letter and tell me why not. Or if
Chris Vreeland, a former editor of The TEXAS CAVER
you
like the new CAVER, write an article for me. -mmhimself and the owner of Vreeland Graphics; has agreed to
handle the position of Graphics Editor; you'll be seeing a lot ·
THE TEXAS CAVER
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of people for the derig when we'd be hauling dive gear out of
ARTICLE
the cave. Most of the cavers couldn't get the time off from
work, but soon enough a team of nine was assembled.
The planning was going well until the day before leaving
for the cave. Jerry called to report a major work conflict and
he couldn't go. I called Creature to adjust our plans, but the
by George Veni (gveni@jlash.net)
trip was still on to make the first dive in Sorcerer's Cave.
Dayl
The last trip to Texas's deepest cave was in 1991. Over
We arrived the night ofFriday, 21 September 2001. The
the years, several people have asked me to set up trips to
next morning Terry Holsinger, Jim Kennedy, Vivian Loftin,
Sorcerer's Cave, but it wasn't feasible. The owner has asked
Charley Savvas, Pam Tanino, Chris Vreeland, Creature, and I
that trips into the cave suit a purpose other than just recreation
were ready to enter the cave. While the gear was being
and there simply isn't a whole lot to do. Pushing the cave
organized, Jim and Chris cleared the overgrowth of thorny
primarily involves bolt-climbing up domes and scuba diving.
vegetation crowding the path to the cave. Jim also removed
Another problem is time. Weekend trips to the cave don't
the brush that had been filling the entrance and blocking the
accomplish much. The cave is a 5-6 hour drive from the
flight path of the bats.
Austin-San Antonio area. After all of the rigging and by the
We headed underground a little after noon. Viv, Charley,
time you get to the bottom, you have only a couple of hours to
and I were the rig team. The rest followed with the dive gear.
do any work before having to derig, get out about dawn, and
We improved the rigging from previous years with some wellmake the long drive home. It's a lot of effort for little return.
placed bolts at four of the six drops. I was the only caver who
Jean (Creature) Krejca had talked to me about collecting
had been to the cave before, but everyone moved smoothly
aquatic isopods from the cave's Sirion River for her DNA
downward.
dissertation research. Since she is also an excellent cave diver,
At the bottom of the fourth pit, the Demon Drop, things
we began to formulate a plan to visit the cave. It took over a
were not quite as I expected. The Bubble, Bubble, Guano, and
year to clear my calendar and then we compared dates to plan
Trouble Passage was always an entertaining if somewhat
a four-day weekend. The next step was to run the dates by
disconcerting section of the cave. Wall-to-wall water about 0.2
Jerry Fant, who would accompany Creature on the dive. The
meters deep covers the floor, but the "floor" is a puddingdates worked. I then contacted many of the people who had
quality semi-liquid bat guano. Most times I can wade through
expressed an interest in visiting the cave to see who could
without getting my crotch wet. Occasionally bats roost in
attend all four days. It was critically important to have plenty

A New Millennium at
Sorcerer's Cave
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enough numbers near the end of the main 22-meter-long pool
and the following two pools to create guano dams that raise
the water level slightly. This day the water was higher than
ever, over my waist for the first time. Another first is that the
usually stratified water, which semi-rinses you off as you
come out of the muck, was not at all stratified. It looked and
smelled like a cesspool with large foamy and floating
congealed masses covering the surface. Bubbles of methane
rose and tickled our legs as we waded through. But unlike
earlier trips, a huge amount of hydrogen sulfide gas rose from
the bat sewage, making the air, as well as the water, noxious.
Charley followed me through and we trampled a breach in the
guano dam to lower the water level closer to normal. Despite
our efforts, one unfortunate team member slipped and went
chin-deep into the fetid mire. We decided that a plurige any
deeper would have required a mercy killing.
Once past the guano, everyone enjoyed the trip through
the cave's two large rooms. We made the tricky climb through
the breakdown at the bottom of the second room to reach the
top of the River Pit. As we rigged it, I noticed that something
wasn't quite right. Since our last trip, one large block had
shifted about 10 centimeters. This was disconcerting but
everything seemed stable. It probably happened during a
major flood. Floods rarely rise high enough to flow into the
cave's entrance. There is no evidence of this occurring in
historic time. However, the breakdown is located under the
Sanctum Sanctorurn, the largest room in the cave and with
large dripping speleothems. This room is situated under EightMile Draw. When the draw floods, water rapidly enters the
cave through the fractured streambed. At the bottom of the
River Pit, I saw some freshly fallen rocks that occurred with
the shift in the breakdown. For_about 30 meters, a hard sand
layer covered the usually squishy clay-floored passage of the
streamway at the bottom of the pit. Flooding probably washed
out some sand from between the overlying breakdown blocks,
causing them to shift slightly and settle into a new position.
This does not appear to be a common occurrence or a
significant hazard.
While the dive gear was being lowered down the pit,
Creature and I did some science. Creature was delighted at the
abundant aquatic isopods in the water. This species is widely
distributed in Texas caves, and she'll be doing DNA r:esearch
to determine if subtle variations exist in the species that might
prove useful to map groundwater drainage basins. In a related
effort, I collected water samples in The Stream, located at the
base of the River Pit, and at the Sirion River about 100 meters
downstream. I carried what looked like a large rifle case with
me through the cave to that point. It contained a pH meter,
conductivity meter, and a flow meter. The Stream flowed 0.75
liters per seconds and the Sirion River flowed 15.2liters per
seconds. Later plugging this inform~tion plus the water
chemistry results into an equation I developed, I calculated
that the size of the Sirion River's drainage basin upstream of
the cave should be about 5.9 square kilometers.
THE T EXA S C AVER

Once all the gear was down, we split into two teams. Viv
and Charley went downstream to climb Echinoid Aven while
the rest of us headed for the upstream sump. We waded to
within 200 m of the sump and decided to get Creature geared
up there to minimize the risk of silting it up. Pam and Chris
turned downstream to check a side passage and Terry, Jim,
Creature, and I headed upstream. As we approached the sump,
the ceilmg dipped down close to the water a couple of times,
warning us about what was ahead. To preserve-visibility in the
water, Terry, Jim, and I waited in a stretch of knee-deep water
while Creature forged into the unknown. She came back about
30 minutes later and told us that the passage continues mostly
underwater. There were a couple of airspaces where the
ceiling rose along fractures, and one may have a lead up a
dripping dome, but she ran out of dive line after 81 meters and
turned back. Having enough air for another dive, we left her
tanks in the cave for a return on Monday with more dive line.
When we returned to the River Pit to start the climb up,
Pam and Chris followed us a short time later. They had
Sorcerer's Cave continues on page 14

The Deepest Sump in Texas
by Jean Krejca (creature@mail.utexas.edu)
Well, it sounds impressive, but my Sorcerer's Cave
dive never actually went deeper than twenty feet. That's
perfect for air conservation: shallow! Of course, the
beginning of the dive was some 170 me_~~s below the cave
entrance, the deepest sump in the state, in a remote and
exciting place.
Two days of diving at the upstream sump in
Sorcerer's yielded a cave passage that was left without an
end in sight. I followed the gentle current and jagged
bedrock walls through passage that continued steadily 2.5
meters high and 1.3 meters wide.
There are several sections of air-filled passage
separated by water-filled segments. In total there were
three enterable air-bells and four sumps. The substrate
here is primarily fme silt and visibility is excellent at the
beginning of the dive, although percolation makes the
return trip fairly reduced. Fortunately, the passage
dimensions are large enough to avoid severely reducing
visibility, such that it was possible to see instruments and
line well enough to survey when exiting.
This was the fust dive ever made in Sorcerer's Cave,
and we are at the very beginning of a huge possibility for
underwat_er exploration. Nothing but entirely yirgin and
unexplored blue-blackness.faced me as I turned around
because I had run out my entire reel of dive line and was
nearing my air limit. With such a successful preliminary
dive, there is no doubt that future trips with more air
reserves and more divers will yield many more meters and
possibly kilometers of exploration.
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TSA Elections
Chair
Teny Holsinger
Jim "Crash" Kennedy
Annmarie Mikelski

Vice-Chair
Annmarie Mikelski
Teny Holsinger
Oscar A. Berrones

Secretary
Joe S. Ranzau
Oscar A. Berrones

Treasurer
Cindy Lee
Christi Bennett

Chair, Vice-Chair
Terry Holsinger

Chair
Jim "Crash" Kennedy
512-663-2287 cell, 512-327-9721 work
jkennedy@batcon.org

trlhi@sprynet.com
No statement providep.

Vice-Chair, Secretary
Oscar A Berrones
(512) 443-3139
obombon 1@aol.com

Who are you?
So who am I?? A Mexican caver who enjoys the
American cavers' partys!! A caver for a long time (not for
old timers do!!), 17 years, mainly vertical caving!! Working
in PESA, (Proyecto Espeleologico Sierra de Alvarez),
Borbollon Cave, and still working in finding the first minus
1000-meter cave in the Sierra de Alvarez region. Stuck in
the States for economic reasons
Why are you running for office?
Well, mmm... mmmmmmmm. .. yeah, sure, take
Americans to a real caving trip in Mexico
What is your primary int~rest as a member of the TSA?
PART]{ ON!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Who are you?
I started caving in 1973 and I'm still going strong. I have
been on the NCRC staff (Eastern Region) and was chairman of
the Mid-Appalachian Region for~ couple of years before I
moved to Texas. I have been here six years, and was TSA vicechair and chair for a couple of those. I'm also a TSS Director,
and currently Editor (equivalent to vice-president). I go caving
almost every week, mostly exploration/survey or biology trips.
I run a couple ofTSA Projects in Kimble and Uvalde counties,
and have a few other things in the works. I get paid to be Cave
Resources Specialist at Bat Conservation International. I'm
lucky that I get sent to the national conferences and get to
interact with cavers ar.d resource managers from all over.
Why are you running for office?
Gawd knows I don't need any more ironS in the fire. But
I want to see a strong TSA The biggest aid to that is getting
THETEXAS CAVER back on track One of the biggest problems
facing Texas·cavers is a lack of communication. CaveTex is
picking up a lot of the slack Just look at how well attended
TCR was this year, mainly due to the CaveTex traffic on the
subject. And look at how many Texas cavers don't know what
we think is standard information, like vertical techniques or to
stay om ofbat caves when bats are present We need better
communication (like articles in the CAVER), and better
education in the ranks.
What is your primary interest as a member of the TSA?
TSA provides opportunities for cavers to go caving,
provides the continuance of institutional memory, and provides
training opportunities and serious critique of new equipment
and techniques. Or at least it should. It is also a bond that
brings us all together, a purely social function. TSA is iarnily,
and we have certain familial responsibilities towards it.
THE TEXAS CAVER
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Secretary
-;Joe S. Ranzau
(210) 289-6839
· bigjoe8@hotmail.com

Chair, Vice-Chair
Annmarie Mikelski

Who are you?
I started caving in '97 when I was 17 while working
at Cave Without a Name with Blair Pittman. I met many
wonderful cavers there including my good caving partner
and friend Pat Copeland who took me on ~y first wild
trip. My interest in caving quickly turned to cave conservation and restoration. I am an active member of the
TSA and Bexar Grotto concentrating my efforts currently
on west Texas and New Mexico caving. 1 am an active
volunteer with TPWD and NPS. I work for La Quinta
Inns, I have 3 dogs, love stream caves, and prefer to sleep
lying down.

830-768-1615 (h), 830-775-7491 x 212 (w)
Annmarie_ Mikelski@nps.gov, caverannie@earthlink.net

Who are you?
I was born and raised in Northeastern Pennsylvania, but
have since then lived in numerous states due to my career in
the National Park Service since 1983 . I have worked at 12
different National Park Service units (so far) throughout the
US, but have been a resident of Del Rio, Texas since April of
1998.
I started caving in the Guadalupe Mountains ofNew
Mexico in 1992 while temporarily stationed at Carlsbad
Caverns National Park. I was employed full-time at Salinas
Pueblo Missions National Monument (New Mexico) at the
time. I now work at Amistad National Recreation Area, Del
Rio, as a park naturalist, still love caving, and am a member of
NSS, TSA, and PBSS.
I have 2 dogs, Stella and Suzy. They are my best buds.
Why are you running for office?
I enjoy supporting/promoting the TSA by being the
webmaster. I enjoyed helping with the Spring Convention at
Sonora in May 2001, and look forward to having a great
Spring Convention in 2002. I get to both major meetings
every year, and I have a general interest in carrying on the
TSA mission.
What is your primary interest as a member of the TSA?
I got to meet many new people through the TSA. I like
networking with other cavers in the state. Several new cavers,
and some out-.of-state cavers passing through Texas have
contacted us through the website, and renjoy getting cavers in
touch with cavers.
I am very interested in the TS{\ obtaining and maintaining good landowner relationships throughout the state. Several
landowners have also contacted us through the TSA we~site,
and I have put them in touch with cavers near them, or
brought cavers to them.
THE T EXA S C AVER

Why are you running for office?
...
I believe jn step up or s_hut up. For several years I
have been active in TSA at meetings and other functions
and I am often proposing various ideas to be implemented. I would like to see more member involvement in
the TSA along with a more open communication to the
· membership of what the board is currently working on. I
want this to be a organization actively and openly run by
the entire voting membership.
What is your primary interest as a member of the
TSA?
.
I fmd the TSA an organization that brings together
all ofthe cavers in this great state to reach, our collective
goals and promote caving. Granted ~t times it co~ld be
easier to herd cats than for all to agree on something. . To
me the TSA is also a place for people to meet one another
and broaden their horizions. I have met people from all
parts of the world through TSA and have been given the
chance to cave in many places I would never.have been
given the chance to had I not participated in TSA events.
The projects TSA sponsors are another great resource for
someone new to caving to get much needed experience.
I

I

Treasurer Candidates
Next Page...
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Treasurer
Cindy Lee

Treasurer
Christi Bennett

(512) 383-8998
cavrchik@mail.utexas.edu

(210) 344-7149
c.bennett@chfbc.org

Who are you?
I started caving about 6 or 7 years ago. Jean Krejca
asked me if I wanted to go caving and I said yes. I went with
Jean and Mike Spidel of the USFS to a cave in Hardin
County, lllinois to check on some bats. I was hooked
immediately. I guess that set precedence for me liking cave
biology trips so much. Most of my caving has been in the
Midwest (Southern Illinois, Eastern Missouri, Southern
Indiana) and the TAG area. For a couple of years before I
moved to Austin, my caving involved being field help for a
number of researchers at Southern lllinois University and the
lllinois Natural History Survey in Champaign, lllinois.

Who are you?
I started caving in the late eighties with James Loftin,
who put me through tight squeezes and muddy crawls and
I stuck with it. I've been with the Bexar Grotto, and
Midnight Cave is my favorite, one of the prettiest caves
I've ever been in. I have two four-legged companions who
live with me, one is an elderly tabby named Lucy, and the
other a hyperactive terrier named Dottie. I like hiking and
backpacking and other outdoor sports. I do accounts
payable for a large church in San Antonio.

Why are you running for office?
I want give something back to caving and being an
officer in an organization is a good way to do that.
What is your primary interest as a member of the TSA?
As a member of the TSA I have a say in what the TSA
represents. So far all that I have seen is that the TSA puts on
great parties. I would like to see the TSA give back
something to the caving community such as timely
publications and leadership with more projects.

Why are you running for office?
Ifl'm in control of the money, I'm pretty tight with
budgets. I think the TSA could be more interactive with
grottos, and vice-versa. I think the TSA does a lot of
good work. It's hard to say what my goals are, but I think
it would be a good experience, and get to interact with
people outside of San Antonio of Austin.
What is your primary interest as a member of the TSA?
The primary reason that I've been a member of the
TSA in the past is because I feel like supporting the caving
community. I've gotten a lot of good information,
seminars, learning experiences, and seeing people I haven't
seen in a long time. The information supplied alone is
good enough reason to join.

'

..
Ballots are yeing mailed to all TSA members. Be sure to vote in
November. Write-in candidates are allowed.
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ARTICLE

The TCR Cooks A Continuing Tradition
by Terry Plemons (tplemons@mail.utexas.edu)
At 5:30a.m. Ed Guinn is up and making his way to his
cook site where he starts the fire for roasting several pieces of
beef shoulder. Meanwhile Noble Dunson is lighting the Grand
Fire that will supply all the other cooks with coals throughout
the day. These two quiet events signal the beginning of a long
and intense day of food preparation that culminates in a
controlled panic during the fmal hour prior to serving over 400
cavers at the outdoor banquet of the TCR held every year
during late October. Towards evening, as you pass through the
serving tent, the variety and quality offood items awaiting your
selection is impressive. The long tradition and work behind the
cooking for each of these TCRs has become an interesting story.
The TCR began as the Texas Old Timers Reunion when,
in 1978, some of the longtime Central Texas cavers decided to
meet and have a cookout. This first meeting has become our
Woodstock in that it was held at Luckenbach and every "older"
caver I've ever talked to was there. Sometime along the way the
name evolved into the Texas Cavers Reunion, or TCR, which is
appropriate since it now truly represents all cavers, young and
old, in Texas and now, other states. The first cookouts were
quite simple affairs when compared to the extensive spreads
they have become. It was mostly meat dishes, a few racks of
ribs, some chickens and perhaps a few sausage links. If there
were vegetables they were few in number, maybe some
avocados or a pot of beans. We thought things were getting out
of control when the number of attendees reached 50 by 1980.
With the continuing growth we started organizing and actually
planning a menu for each event.
Actually there is not a formal menu. Each cook decides
what he or she wants to prepare. It has always been that way.
There has never been any control over what anyone cooks. We
do try to control the quantity of food and discourage expensive
items such as shrimp, prime rib, or choice steaks. We believe
that this hands-off approach to the cook's selection contributes
to the success of the event. It ensures that the variety and
quality of menu items are maintained since each cook takes
pride in the selection and care of his specialty. The absence of
micro-management also contributes to a food selection that
varies from year to year. There are, however, several cooks that
specialize in one food only and they have become very good at
what they do. ·
Each year The Cooks prepare several beef, pork, and
poultry items. Often other meat dishes are offered. Clark
Santos never tells us what he will prepare and I doubt if even he
knows until he goes to the Fiesta store in Houston to see what's
available. · This year Clark made about 40 pounds of ceviche,
one of our more unusual dishes (He began squeezing the limes
at 6:00a.m. Saturday). At previous TCRs we've had salmon,
THE TEXAS CAVER
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shrimp, alligator, raccoon, buffalo, emu, catfish, mussels,
calamari, shish kabobs, pork ribs, chili, and fajitas. There are,
however, several cooks that repeat their particular items year
after year. Noble Dunson always cooks the whole hog in his
custom smoker made from cinder blocks, tin, fence posts and
expanded metal. Ed Guinn will usually roast over an open fire
about 80 pounds ofbeef. Ed uses a custom device, which
we 've named the Del Rio Rack, that is one of the better ones
I've ever seen at any cookout (Edwin Kincaid, owner of Land
Cruiser Specialist, was the artist). T. R. Evans smokes two
turkeys. Big Al, with Felicia Vreeland assisting, cooks the
brisket and chicken quarters. Bill Bell cooks 50 pounds of
Fredericksburg sausage each year. A new addition this year
was the 40 pounds of Elgin sausage provided by Steve Martel
and we hope Steve continues that in following TCRs.
We have a continuing effort to add more non-meat items
to the fare . This year Nancy Weaver put together a fresh garden
salad. Marsha Merideth contributed her tasty pasta salad.
Susan Souby and Rune Burnett cooked their always-great black
beans using only fresh ingredients; they have been doing this at
the TCR seemingly forever. Another longtime tradition is the
com-on-the-cob, now taken care of by Bruce Anderson.
Always a showstopper is the roasting of the vegetables by Tom
Byrd (blowtorch veggies). The veggie tempura recently has
been a big hit thanks to Felicia Vreeland and that incredible
TCR Cooks text continues page 12
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expenses), we also buy the food stocks in bulk. Felicia
Vreeland, herself a longtime professional cook and caterer,
sauce she makes. We hope that shows up every year. Thanks go
usually picks up about half of what we need at a wholesale
to Richard Smith for his Mexican rice. Ron and Diane Ralph
added 200 potatoes baked in a pit of hot coals.
distributor. This certainly helps keep the cost to a minimum.
Also deserving mentioning is the unbelievable coffee cake that
This year's dessert selection was outstanding. Judy and
Joy Cukierman brought to The Cooks to sustain them through
Dennis Sustare cooked 16 beautiful cakes (five different
the morning. Allan Cobb spent three hours making another
flavors). Those wonderful candied pecans were prepared onspecialty item: a large quantity of great salsa.
site by Karen and Danny Evans. Newcomer Alana Skrabanek
made several splendid batches of cookies. At the end of the day
Saturday morning is very quiet with only a few of those
cooking large items attending to their tasks. At noon we all
all desserts had been consumed.
gather for the traditional cook's lunch, this year paella prepared
Some of the legendary cooks have retired but their early
by Jennifer Plemons plus incredible Mexican candy made by
contributions to the TCR deserve recognition. Charlie Loving,
Orion Knox. The afternoon sees a marked-pickup in the pace
now living in Real de Catorce, Mexico, was at the first
and one can hear an Increasingly loud buzz as the other Cooks
gathering in 197 8 and never missed the cookout until this year.
come on line and the 5:00 p.m. serving deadline approaches. At
Charlie was often the head cook and was a guiding figure in the
4:30 the volunteer servers are rounded up, given their fmal
early years of the event. Tom White was a steady contributor
for about 15 years, usually cooking the brisket while Janie
instructions and fed. What happens next, for me, is the most
exciting part of the entire event. All of The Cooks suddenly
White would make The Cooks' lunch. Until a few years ago
Ron Fieseler always cooked the com-on-the-cob. Now and then realize that in a very short time they are about to feed 400
hungry cavers who are already forming a very long line.
Ed Alexander leaves his home in Catorce, makes a pilgrimage
Everyone realizes we are nowhere near ready. Shouts and
to the TCR, and prepares something really outrageous. Last
orders are heard everywhere. People are scurrying about
year it was an entire cow's head cooked under ground. There
looking for carving knives, serving containers and utensils; how
was nothing left of it after the cavers went through the lines.
long till we serve? Fifteen minutes. Are you ready? No, I need
There are others who were important to this tradition and the
20 minutes. OK, we serve at 5:30. Bill Bell, is your sausage
list will grow as sorrie of us get out of the way of the new cooks
coming along.
ready? Soon. Has anyone cut the chicken? No. Why is there
no food on the table, we serve in 10 minutes. Then, incredibly,
Although not an integral part of The Cooks, the TCR
Coordinator plays an important support role in our work. Gill
it all comes together and the lines open up. We did it again.
Ediger, a longtime coordinator, always made sure that The
That carnival hack next to the desserts pushing hot
Cooks had all the logistic suppmt they needed. This included
tortillas? It was I, Terry Plemons. We hope to see you at our
tables next year.
water, wood, a decent cooking site, and, critically important,
The Cooks' Czar for TCR 2002 is Ed Guinn. If you want
The Cooks' keg of Shiner Bock in place by noon. Gill has
moved on but his replacement, Andy Grubbs, has effectively
to become part of this event please contact Ed at
ed.guinn@majec.com. We are just beginning the platming for
continued this tradition and acquiesced to every reasonable
next year's fun.
request we threw at him this year.
There are other activities that are part of the cookout.
These include cutting the firewood several weeks in advance of
the event. One Saturday was devoted to mowing the grass and
brush in the cooking area. We also must check our inventory of
supplies and cooking gear and stow them in The Cooks' trailer
and get them to the site. In recent years Ron Ralph has
managed that task. Susan Souby, Rune Burnett, Ron, Diane,
Andy Grubbs and others strung the electrical wiring and water
lines to the cooking area. The most disagreeable task facing
The Cooks is the cleanup of the incredible mess the following
Sunday morning. Again, Ron Ralph got that going. The tables
also have to be folded and returned to the trailer with all of the
remaining gear. There are many job duties open to people
wanting to join The Cooks that don't always involve cooking,
just commitment. And, of course, we invite any of you to step
up and join in the cooking.
Another important contribution is the purchasing of the
food. Although many cooks prefer to individually buy their
own meat or vegetables (TCR reimburses all cooks for their ·

TCR Cooks continued from page 9
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The Caves of Carta Valley was nearing publication. We sat
in the back yard under sunny skies and talked of music,
guns, caves, politics, cockatiels, women and hunting - not
by Carl Kunath (KunathCE@aol.com)
necessarily in that order. It was a fun afternoon for friends
of26 years.
It is with deep regret that I announce the passing of Dr.
Regrettably, the caver world was slow in receiving the
Thomas E. Harding, 71, of Carta Valley, Texas. Tom was
news of his passing but Lolly remains at the ranch and it's
taken by cancer after a fight oflittle more than a year. On 22 not too late to send a card or friendly thought to:
February, the end came quite suddenly and mercifully after a
Mrs. T. E. (Lolly) Harding
final illness of only two or three days. Private services were
P.O. Box 420126
held at the ranch and his ashes scattered on the hills that he
so loved. Tom is survived by his wife of 28 years, Lolly, and
Del Rio, TX 78842
three children.
To some of you, the name may not be familiar .but to
One day soon, I'm going to Midnight Cave-back to
many of us it is a tragic loss and something of a milestone.
Harding's Hall. I'll sit down, turn off my light and have a
Once in a very great while, we are blessed with an
big shot of mescal in his memory! Tom thought it made
good window cleaner
exceptional host for our caving activities. Tom was such a
person and his kindness and consideration will surely be
missed in the years to come. Tom's family owned 20,000'
acres of typical Carta Valley ranchland but Tom had spent
the previous years in the veterinary business in San Antonio
and had only recently returned to Edwards County to take
over the ranch. In 1968, we followed a lead and made his
acquaintance. Tom was not your typical Carta Valley
rancher!
He showed us to Midnight Cave and watched with
great interest as we vanished into the entrance pit. L.ater that
day, after initial exploration, we returned to his home to
report and found a wonderful meal waiting for us. In we
went, perspiration, mud, guano, and all. On later visits, we
had slide shows and once I took him on a complete tour of
the cave via the newly opened lower entrance. Tom did
quite well as a novice caver, and negotiated the Corkscrew
with little difficulty. He was very interested in his cave and
asked many questions.
As time passed, Tom remained an interested and
protective owner. He readily granted permission to install a
gate on the lower entrance and he understood that visitors
should be reviewed.
The saga of the Michel Siffre "Beyond Time"
adventure is far too long for this occasion, but the resulting
publicity caused an enormous increase in visitation and I'm
sure requests must have been something of a burden for Tom
and Lolly. Nonetheless, requests were seldom refused and
Midnight Cave became a mainstay of Texas cavers.
Unfortunately, Tom was not a great correspondent and
years might pass without contact. Yet, ~he thread was easily
picked up when we did meet. I last saw Tom in 1994 when I
stopped by his ranch to visit with him about some details as
Dr. Thomas E. Harding in Midnigh t Cave in 1968

OBITUARY

Thomas E. Harding

Visit the TSA and the ,TSA Bookstore on the web at
http:_//www.texascavers.com/tsa/
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team set to work. Chris removed the rubble from the !-meterSorcerer's Cave continued from page 5
diameter by 0.2-meter-deep crater that Randy and I had left,
intended to push a tight lead in the first downstream side
digging it down to 0.4 meters. The team then began to drill a
passage, but the passage was filled with bats. To avoid
series of holes, regularly stopping to recharge the drill's
harming them, they retreated and took some photos in the
battery, and after applying some chemistry, the hole was
river passage. In previous trips I had noticed a bat or two this
deepened to 0.8 meters but mainly enlarged from a funnel to a
deep in the cave, but this time there were many. Jim observed
more vertical pit that would be easier to excavate on future
bat roosts along the Sirion River making them by far the
trips.
deepest roosts in Texas. He also confirmed the presence of
Meanwhile, Terry and I kept busy getting GPS
two of the three bats previously reported from the cave:
coordinates (another technological boon since my last trip in
Myotis ve/ifer and Mormoops megalophylla. The bats in the
1991) for the cave, including its smaller and higher
side passage were probably taking refuge in there from Viv
Apprentice Entrance, a burned rock midden, and The Crack.
and Charley who had gone downstream earlier to climb
We tried to relocate The Clay Choke, a small dusty cave in
Echinoid Aven.
some cliffs west of Sorcerer's, but couldn't find it. It has
Next to the River Pit, Echinoid Aven is the largest
probably been hidden by bushes that weren't present 20 years
known dome/pit that drops into the Sirion River. In the late
ago. When we returned to camp, we began entering the cave's
1980s, Mark Minton and Bill Steele began a bolt climb to
survey data into Walls, the data reduction and plotting
explore the hole at the top of dome. They made it more than
program. The cave's survey had been entered in Ellipse, the
halfway up, but progress was slow in those days before
program that resided for many years on the University of
battery-powered drills, when all of the holes had to be drilled
Texas mainframe computer. But when that computer was
by hand and hammer. Armed with the technology of the new
retired, the cave's survey was not rescued, so we began
millennium, Charley quickly regained their climbing limit and
reentering it from scratch on my laptop - another fixture of the
proceeded to the top. Unfortunately, the hole only belled open
new millennium. I later completed and double-checked the
a short distance before ending in fractures and an enlarged
data entry at home to generate the survey tallies given in this
bedding plane which discharged the steady dribble of water
that dripped down the dome.
Everyone climbed out of the cave at their own pace,
enjoying the new rigging and cursing some of the sporting
points in the cave. Poltergeist Pit didn't give anyone any
trouble, although The Crack at the top proved more
troublesome to climb out of than some folks expected. The
trip lasted 12-16 hours. Jim whipped up a batch of pasta for
everyone, and some took advantage ofhis solar shower.
Day2
It felt like the sun rose and woke everyone far too early
that Sunday morning. John Stidham arrived and patiently
waited for us to have breakfast, stretch our weary bones, and
help him with his research. John is working on a book of
Texas Orthoptera, a group of invertebrates that includes cave
crickets. Two new species of cave crickets are known in
Sorcerer's Cave, and he wanted samples to describe them in
his book. Creature and Viv volunteered to literally "show him
the ropes" and safely get him down and up the first pit. They
spent a few hours collecting several species and taking photos.
Jim drove Charley and Chris into Sanderson as a public
service, replenishing everyone's coolers with ice and cold
drinks. When they returned, Pam joined them at The Crack, a
fracture on the surface about 260 meters southwest of
Sorcerer's main entrance. The Crack has great airflow and
certainly leads to a significant cave that will probably be
independent of Sorcerer's. There is no obvious point where it
would enter the known part of the cave. Randy Waters and I
had tried to mine open an entrance in the early 1980s, but we
had limited tools and were not very effective.
Prepared with the benefits of modem technology, the dig
12
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report.
proving a theory I've long had, that as the cave extends further
As the skies darkened, the camp fell quiet as we rested
under an impermeable cap of Del Rio Clay there will be little
for a good night's sleep before heading into the cave in the
air space available.
mornmg.
Meanwhile, Jim and Charley checked a dome lead that
always has a steady dribble flowing down it. With a boost
Day3
Well okay, it was noon, not morning, before we headed
from Jim, Charley was able to get into the dome and freeunderground. We first paid a visit to The Crack and heard it
climb to the top. Unfortunately, like Echinoid Aven, the water
strongly whistling air inward. I hadn't felt much air recently
flowed out of a bedding plane with no way to follow it.
due to rubble fill, so it was nice to have it flowing again. It
In the downstream section of the Sirion River, Viv and
certainly enticed us to plan a return trip to continue the
Pam found that the bats had left the downstream side passage,
excavation.
allowing the1p to push 28 stations back to the end of the last
First in the cave were Jim, Creature, Viv, Charley, and
survey. The passage continued, but those of us who surveyed
Pam. They started with a nasty surprise when Charley donned
to that point in 1989 needed a hammer to get past a
his gloves and was stung by a scorpion hidden inside: With the constriction. Viv and Pam got through without much trouble
cave rigged and now familiar to them, they quickly reached
and surveyed 13 meters to where only Pam would fit. She
the Sirion River. Viv and Pam went downstream to push the
pushed ahead an estimated 8 meters until the passage pinched
side passage that had been filled with bats the previous day.
to about 10 centimeters high.
The dive went perfectly. Creature spooled off 183 meters
Terry, Chris, and I waited about an hour before following
of dive line, and the sump kept going. She had to backtrackthe two stream teams into the cave. During that time we had
about 15 meters to a short stretch of air-filled passage in order
an unexpected visitor. A border patrolman was walking
through the desert tracking illegal aliens and wondered if we
to tie off the line and surveyed 168 meters out from there.
had seen them. He said they had camped in a nearby cave.
Unlike the downstream section of the Sirion River which has
That caught our attention! But he explained it was only a
several short, sharp turns, the upstream passage is essentially
straight for about 700 meters. The lengthy sump is also sadly
small shelter cave.
Terry and Chris headed down to the top of the River Pit
to help derig and haul scuba tanks. I followed more slowly,
collecting more biological specimens, making geology notes,
measuring temperature changes with depth into the cave, and
collecting a couple of mineral samples for analysis. When I
got to the top of the Guano Drop, a tricky free-climbable 8meter-deep pit, I found it rigged for the first time, which was
especially helpful for those with short legs who had trouble
with the free-climb . Even more Slllrprising, at the bottom of the
drop at the top of Poltergeist Pit I found mutiny! The stream
teams pulled out the old local hardware used to rig the pit, and
redid it with a short rebelay at the top. I have to admit it makes
the pit easier, especially the climb out of the crack at the top,
but I do miss the historical uniqueness of the original rigging.
I wasn't very long at the top of the Demon Drop when I
heard sloshing below as Charley oozed through the Bubble .. .
Passage. He climbed the pit as others followed, and we hauled
dive and other gear up the pit. Everyone else followed him up,
except for Terry, who waited for Viv and Pam to fmish their
survey. He helped them derig the cave and they were out by
midnight, three hours after the rest of us.

Day4
A cold Monday night was followed by a bright and
warm Tuesday morning. We compared notes of ·
accomplishment and began packing our gear for the trip home.
Since there was no rush, we continued enlarging The Crack.
By the time we left the ranch at 3 p.m., The Crack was 1.4
meters deep, still blowing, and we could see where it was
slowly opening up.
Terry Holsinger in The Crawl-Crack
THE TEXA S C AVER
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A discussion of banks, credit unions and Treasurers resulted in
the following motion:
MOTION: New and former Treasurers are to decide on the
best approach for each transition period.
PASSED unanimously.

MINUTES OF THE FALL 2001 TSA MEETING
21 October 2001

Present:
Terry Holsinger, Chairman
Ron Ralph, Vice-chairman
Felicia Vreeland, Secretary
Allan Cobb, Treasurer
Michael Moore, TEXAs CAVER Editor
Logan McNatt, Book Store Manager
Curtis Vaughn and Russ Johnson, Activities Newsletter coeditors
Annmarie Mikelski, Webmaster
Approximately a dozen (or more) TSA attendees who were not
identified.
Meeting began 10:00 a.m.
Chairman called the meeting to order, and suspended reading
the minutes of the last meeting until they appear in the next
newsletter.
Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary: Nothing new to report.

Treasurer: Cobb reported $7,313 in savings, $1,075 in
checking and $2,295 in the Land Fund. The TCR income/outgo
was still being fmalized and would be sent out via e-mail at a
later date.
Committees:
Membership, Conservation: no reports
Publications: Moore referred to a recent CaveTex note and
stated that the next issue of The Texas Caver would be out on
November 1'1• Cindy Lee is to head the transition team.
Webmaster: Ranzau asked ifTSA could charge a yearly fee, to
be set by the Webmaster, for the advertising of cave related
goods on TSA webpage. General discussion resulted and all
approved. Annmarie has suggested using Pay Pal for projects
interested in using the service.
Bookstore: McNatt reported sales slow, but acceptable on his
report to the Treasurer for TCR sales (due within the week).
Terry Sayther donated tent for next book sale, and Tom Brown
donated 4x6 open trailer with license for transportation.
Election: Committee requested candidates to present position
statements. Committee members will be responsible for ballot
mail-out by first week in November.
Old Business: None
New Business.: Chairman appointed Joe Ranzau to head a
"new" Constitution Committee that will revise the latest
approved constitution with special emphasis on the.election of
editors. R. Ralph will supply t:!lls committee with previous
versions of the constitution.
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A discussion on the Land Fund produced a short history
including:
a) A revised constitution
b) Achieving IRS non~profit status, and
c) Whether or not we should continue contributing a
dollar per project participant to increase the fund.

R. Ralph reported check in the mail ($160) for the last two
Bustamante Projects.
R. Ralph will work during 2002 toward 501 (c )(3) status for
TSA. This resulted in the following motion:
MOTION: (L. Palit, seconded by F. Vreeland): Land Fund
Committee is to be defined and formalized by the Treasurer.
This committee will report to the Chair at the winter meeting.
PASSED unanimously.
George Veni reported for the TSS that many publications are in
production and a Spring Cartography Workshop is being
discussed. Work sessions at the TSS office in Austin are
continuing to produce good results, and two or three more will
be scheduled before next year (see related article).
Linda Palit reported for the TCMA that many projects are
progressing but there is no news at this time.
Orion Knox reported the Bustamante Project has produced
good results, and funding is intact. There will be a meeting
called soon to discuss next year's project.
Carl Ponebshek reported the Bexar Grotto fish fry was successful with a 50% increase in participants and a 100% increase in
income. Almost $400 was taken in and a promise made to fry
again next year.
Winter Meeting was scheduled for around the first of February
and will be part of an ongoing TSA project.
TCR will celebrate its 25th Anniversary next October.
Chair appointed Lee Jay Graves to head recognition committee.
Announcements:
George Veni says Barbe Barker was seen in Tucson and says hi
to all.
Meeting adjourned 11 :00 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Ron Ralph
THE TEXAS CAVER
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Sorcerer's Cave continued from page 16
Also that morning we gave a tour. The property
containing the cave is for sale. I had spoken to the owner
about selling the cave separately from the rest of the ranch,
but he didn't want to do that. The cost of the entire ranch was
well beyond what any caver or cave management organization
could afford. I had considered contacting The Nature
Conservancy, but they had told me earlier that they were not
interested in properties unless they contained endangered or
threatened species. Apparently things had changed. The day
before I left San Antonio for this trip, they called to fmd out if
I knew anything about Sorcerer's Cave. It turned out that they
would be visiting the ranch and cave on Tuesday morning, so I
made plans to meet them and show them the sights.
Jim and Creature joined us for parts ofthe tour, adding
their considerable knowledge and enthusiasm to the picture I
was painting. We visited the cave, its upper Apprentice
entrance, a couple of Indian burned rock middens, the
beautiful tinaja-filled (potholed) draw, and The Crack.
the trip, Jim, Creature, Logan McNatt, James Reddell, and I
would write the Conservancy letters of support for the
purchase of the cave and describing its rich and varied
resources. While there are Texas caves with greater biological
or archeological significance, as a whole, I don't believe any
cave is more significant than Sorcerer's. Here are some of the
superlatives we tried to impress the Conservancy with:

After

By far the deepest cave in Texas at 170.9 meters.

The ninth longest cave in Texas at 3,202 meters, including the
surveys from this trip.
It will eventually be proven the longest cave in Texas since it
must drain to the Rio Grande 40 kilometers away.
The only cave in Texas on the top ten long and deep lists.
The deepest human remains found in a North American cave.
Cave paintings in the entrance and evidence oflong-tenn
seasonal habitation.
A rare wooden mortar was found in the cave dating to 890 A.D.
Two new species ofcave crickets are hzown onlyfrom this cave.
Three.species ofbats occur in the cave, two ofwhich are
relatively rare.
Byfar the deepest bat roost in Texas.
The only hzown water strider in a Texas cave.
A significant range extension for several cave species.
The only cave to extend through the entire thiclazess ofthe
Edwards Limestone.
One ofonlyfour hzown perennial streams on the Stockton
Plateau (the others being the Rio Grande, Pecos River, and
Independence Creek).
Contains remains ofat least 18 vertebrate species
demonstrating its paleontological significance for late
Holocene fauna and potentialpaleontological significancefor
older material.
The longest stalactite in a Texas cave.

A New Millennium
The passing into a new millennium marks a time of
change. Things are changing at Sorcerer's Cave too. This trip
was probably the best I've ever had at the cave. We applied
technologies not available on previous trips and accomplished
all of our goals and more. Perhaps even more notable is the
lack of trouble we had. All previous trips to the cave have
been plagued by various problems, but this one found that the
poltergeist of past years has mellowed, hopefully for good.
The cave has been in hands of a kind and considerate
owner who has encouraged safe exploration and study of the
cave, yet restricted access to not overly impact it. If all goes
well, the cave's future owner will continue such wise
stewardship and will offer protection for this Texas treasure in
the new millennium and in perpetuity.

TRIP REPORT
Fallingwater Cave, Lampasas County
Colorado Bend State Park
14 April 2001
Dale Barnard, Aimee Beveridge, Geoff Hoese,
Terry Holsinger, Rafal Kedzierski, Chri Vreeland
I drove up to the park from Austin on a Frida evening,
arriving at the TSA campground just before dark. There
wasn't much activity around the campfire, so I went to bed
relatively early and got a pretty good night's sleep for a
camping trip. Somewhere in the vicinity oftwenty people
eventually turned out, with some rolling in late in the evening
and on Saturday morning.
The regulars, (Rafal Kedzierski, Terry Holsinger, Dale
Barnard, etc.) had been caoncentrating on a chunk ofland on
the opposite side of the river, whith is part of the park, but
which has no access except by crossing the river near Gorman
Falls. They had apparently had a pretty sporting river crossing
the previous month, as a result of the heavy rains that had the
river way up. However, after much ballyhoo, and everyone
girding for a raging torrent, the water was down substantially
when we got to the river. Although it was flowing well, and
still a bit brown with runoff, the crossing was really low-key. I
rode down to the river's edge with GeoffHoese and Aimee
Beveridge, and we set about running a guide line across so
those without kayaks (they'd just bought two, and were itching
to try them out) could pull themselves across in an inflatable
raft. Once the line was run, we took turns going across two at a
time, with one person towing the other kayak back for more
people and gear, while Rafal and company did the same with
the raft. Holsinger managed to capsize a kayak in ·about 2 feet
of water, causj.ng a bit of laughter.
Aimee and Geoff had decided to continue a survey in a
recently discovered cave, Fallingwater, near the eastern park
boundary. They'd been discouraged during their first trip by a
dead and rotting raccoon, floating in a pool that filled the floor

Fallingwater Trip continues next page
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Fallingwater Trip continued from previous page
left, and opened into the same room. The crawlway on from
the second room was wide, and mostly hands and knees, with
of the passage just inside the entrance. Now they were returning with heavy duty gloves and a garbage bag, with which to
one dome that looked up-climbable to possible parallel upper
passage, though I didn't pursue it, as it was rather tight, and
remove the rather malodorous carcass. The cave was a fair
walk from the river. We hiked up the bluff, and proceeded to
the way on was beckoning down the crawl way. The passage
look for a fence that was marked on the topo sheet, without
turned left, then a few feet later, left again, so that it nearly
finding it. After twenty minutes or so, we did find the fence
doubled back under the "Post 'Coon Chamber." We could
that the first one was supposed to intersect, though, and with
now see that we were below a drain that led down from that
it, the remnants of an almost non-existent road. While walking
room, but was too tight. The crawl way took a sharp right at a
along the fence, we happened across some ranchers on the
rather squeezy part, which necessitated a large quantity of
opposite side, who hailed us, so we stopped and chatted for a
groaning and squirming, but then it straightened right out into
bit. As it turned out, the fellow we were talking to was my
a nice tube which allowed some seven & ten meter shots. It
mother-in-law Alice's boss, a lawyer in Austin named Jerry
would have been classic booming borehole for a G. I. Joe.
Saegert. We all had a pretty good laugh over the happenstance
Terry turned around to head out, because he wanted to check
on his dogs which had been hanging out at the entrance for
of the two of us running into each other out in the middle of
the woods, and he invited us to call him and arrange a caving
about an hour by now, and I took over on instruments for the
trip to his land in the future. Sadly, this will probably never
last four or five shots of the day. The G. L Joe Borehole came
happen, because he died suddenly from complications after
to aT intersection with another crawl way, which petered out
surgery about six weeks later, and this turned out to be the first a few meters to the left, and got really, really tight a few
and last time I would ever meet who I found to be (from that
meters to the right. Geoff took a stab at squeezing on, as we
could see the passage getting taller after a bit, but it was too
one encounter) a polite and cordial old style Texas Gentleman.
Geoff's GPS was pointing the way to the cave, and as we low for him. I took a stab at it, and managed to push myself
through the worst spot by exhaling, but I didn 't go far, as
made our way from the fence, I spotted a sink off to the left
that was clearly not the cave we were looking for. Just beyond
there was no one who could come after me. The passage at
the small depression I'd initially spotted was a pretty good
that point was about 10 inches tall, and perhaps 3 or 4 feet
sized crevice that didn 't appear to have been noticed on any of wide. I could see 20 or 25 feet down the crawlway to what
the recent trips, as it was really overgrown with vines and
was either another left turn, or the end of the cave. I'm
shrubs that we had to move to get to it. It looked chimneyable,
planning on getting back down there this fall and finishing off
so after a little rattling of sticks, and a few "Here, snakie,
that passage, just to see what's around that comer.
snakies," I climbed on down. Unfortunately, at the bottom, it
started out low, then proceeded to stop after about 15 feet.
Aimee climbed down behind me, and measured the drop (1214 ft? I can't recall). I shot one survey shot back to her, she
sketched it in, Geoff took a GPS reading and we moved on. I
named it Environmental Law Cave, after our chance meeting
with the attorney, who just moments before told us he did a lot
of environmental work.
From there, the GPS pretty well pinpointed Fallingwater,
and Terry Holsinger caught up with us about five minutes after
we arrived at the entrance. The first order ofbusiness was
Raccoon Decay Assessment and Removal. The decay assessment was easy from the entrance, and the verdict was "rather."
Geoff undertook the arduous assignment of stuffing the wet
bloated carcass into a garbage bag, and Aimee and I firebrigaded the festering beast entranceward.
Fortunately, from there, the cave improved drastically.
The ceiling was low at the ex-raccoon pool, but after a little
maneuver to avoid the water, the ceiling lifted again, and we
found ourselves in a comfortable, if small, room, with two
crawlways leading on. Aimee sketched, while Geoff ran tape,
Terry read instruments, and I generally made a nuisance out of
myself by blinding everyone with the Really Big.Flash. The
crawlway in front of us led immediately into another low
small room, and the crawl way to the right took an immediate
Aimee Beveridge in Fallingwater Cave
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During the much dreaded hike back across from the visitors
TRIP REPORT
center to the research huts via the natural entrance trail Joe was
Carlsbad Caverns, Eddy County, New Mexico
playingpoint-<>ut-the-fauna,
showing a lizard here, a lizard there, and
20 September 2001
a
rattlesnake
slithering
between
Andrew's feet on the trail, which
April Herzig, Frank Herzig, Andrew Herzig,
would not have been noticed by Andrew if it had not been pointed
Libby Overholt, Joe Ranzau, Garry White
out after he had moved into a safer place. The small snake slithered
I left from Boerne at 5:30 a.m. on Thursday morning, 20
just to the side of the trail and asswned a defensive position to all the
September, heading west on I-1 0 for Carlsbad Caverns via a short
humans around it From previous experiences we thought it best to
side trip through Alpine, Texas to visit Sui Ross University. I anived
protect the little snake from the ever so etnious visitors until a park
at Carlsbad mid-afternoon after playing endless hours of name that
ranger could anive with a snake stick to pick up the rattler and escort
road kill: skunk, opossmn, porcupine, and tarantula, just to name a
it to a safer area Libby and Garry assisted from several hundred feet
few. I spent the day Friday doing visitor (tourist) things in the cave. I
away as the rest of the group made a banier around the reptile to keep
enjoyed two ranger-lead tours, one through the Left Hand Tunnel and
the visitors safe from their etniosity and the ever present need for
the other to the King's Palace area, with a short nap in the research
group photos with deadly creatures. A large family that was insisting
hut in between! On Friday evening, an amazing thunder stOrm rolled
on getting incredibly close until we stepped in front of them, and an
across the desert floor just off and above the escarpment where the
18-month-old toddler walking down the trail under minimal parental
cave is located, providing a spectacular light show and washing
supervision proceeded to make us very tense.
everything down just a little bit A little before 9 p.m., the first
With the excitement over we headed to the hut Showers and a
member of my team for the next day anived, Garry White from s_an
fabulous spaghetti dinner prepared by April and gang were a great
Marcos, the newest member of the Bexar Grotto. The remainder of
way to end a long tedious day of sweeping and power-sponging dirt
the team, April, Frank and Andrew Herzig, along with Libby
off of rocks underground
Overholt (for comic relie~ of course) showed up shortly after
midnight
After a delicious taco breakfast and the usual amusing lecture
by the cave resource officer, Tom Bemus, the six of us headed to a
new restoration area in the lower cave. Instead of moving various dirt
piles from one side of the cave to another, we graduated to removing
silt and actually finding beautiful formations underneath it! ·We
started by surveying the possibilities for restoration in the assigned
area, splitting into two teams in the beginning. Joe and Frank went to
make an off-trail foot path along a ridge less visible from the visitor's
trail below. To our dismay, the area past the ridge, once heavily
decorated, looked like several games of football had been enjoyed
there, leaving nothing but devastation. We quickly finished our short
project and joined the rest of the team April, Libby, Andrew and
Garry were busy sweeping away silt and debris from the floor
uncovering a nice series of pools, some with cave pearls encased with
a large area of white flow stone around it Toward the end of the day,
we starting using water to wash away the mud, restoring the area to
its original grandeur; to our amazement it was even prettier than we
had imagined. On the way out, Andrew and Frank enjoyed the many
photo possibilities to be had alongside the flagged trail that would be
a rare treat to be found in most Texas caves, but are in abundance
Carlsbad restoration work
here.

Texas Speleological Survey Report and
Announcement by Ron Ralph (ronralph@texas.net) ·

George Veni will also schedule a weekend worlc session for Bexar Grotto
cavers at a date to be armo~ Ofcowse, all are welcorre at any ofthe
TSS aetivities at the Texas Caver Reuniqnwere stead.yWith$355.00 sessions.
Three reports are coming together and rrore worlc cleaning-up
in sales ofbooK5, Texas Cavers and caying reports. Several new
scarmed maps on the·computer is needed. There are also several county files
• publications are in the works and should be ready neXt yeru: Our 1hanks to
fue many, cavers who stopped by and belpefl identify photographic prints in' being reorganized that require major efforts in oopying and filing. Last, 1here
are always new publications that need to be catalogued and placed in the new
the TSS archives. This ongoing project is progressing nicely now that each
priilt bas been placed in an archival quality clear sleeve.
hlmuy racks.
Reminders wifu_driving directions will be posted on CaveTex before
Two worlc sessions have been scheduled at the JJ. Pickle R~h
r each session. Ifyou dO not subscribe, contactRonRalphat(512) 91fr9190
· Facility in Austin 11:IC first will be the 4111 Wednesday in November (the
or at romalpb@texas.net in AUstin for rrore information and directions.
28111) and the second will be the second Wednesday in December (the 12111).
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